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oseph Darby, Jr., Sherron Watkins and Mordechai Vanunu —
what do they all have in common? They made the tough decision
of blowing the whistle to put a halt to wrongdoing — the Iraqi
prison abuse, Enron and the Israeli nuclear bomb program,
respectively. Are they heroes or troublemakers? And in blowing
the whistle, what has since happened to them? For Darby, Jr., the

repercussions have yet to be reported. But for Watkins and Vanunu,
the results couldn’t be more different. These days, Watkins is on the
speaking circuit and is the author of “Power Failure: the Inside Story
of the Collapse of Enron.” Vanunu, on the other hand, was released
from an Israeli prison in April after serving nearly 18 years, and is not
allowed to leave Israel or have communications with any foreigners.

Somewhat lower profile, yet similarly challenging, are the moral
dilemmas faced by chemical engineers where they have to decide
whether or not to blow the whistle. Deciding what to do isn’t always
black and white. In fact, it is more often a fuzzy shade of gray. A
multitude of factors come into play when making a decision, of
which the biggest one is probably, “How is this going to affect me?”

In this month’s cover story, “Whistleblowing: Is it Always
Obligatory?” (pp. 23–27), Edmund G. Seebauer, professor of chemical
engineering at the Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and author
of “Fundamentals of Ethics for Scientists and Engineers,” writes,
“Studies confirm the intuitive perception that whistleblowers tend to
face hostility within their organizations and commonly leave their
jobs, either voluntarily or otherwise.” Additionally, the potential out-
come of whistleblowing can be “...[losing] seniority and retirement
benefits, and [potentially moving] to another city.” Furthermore, “the
needs of family members must be considered,” he continues. Despite
all of the possible negative outcomes, “keeping quiet does not fix the
original problem and sometimes stings the conscience continually.”

The cover story offers guidance on how to systematically evaluate
a situation so that one can be prepared for the results of his/her action
or inaction. Seebauer divides the consequences into two categories —
interior and exterior. Interior consequences are those that affect a per-
son’s character (e.g., habitual disposition), while exterior ones are
those that take place outside of the person (e.g., denied promotion,
salary cut, etc.). Once you’ve finished reading the cover story, we
invite you to take the engineering ethics survey on p. 28. With the
help of some of our safety experts, we’ve crafted a complex scenario
to which there is no simple answer. We’ll run an analysis of the
results in a future issue of CEP.
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